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President's
Message
Dear TSIC Members,

Through all this disruption, the resilience and

It is my pleasure to present to you the

adaptability

Tasmanian Seafood Industry Council (TSIC)

industry, our members, was commendable.

Annual Report for the year ending 31

But I do fear that the persistent challenges and

December 2020.

disruption may be too much to overcome for

We are all aware that 2020 was a very difficult

some in our wonderful industry.

year for Tasmanian seafood. It started with

Throughout the challenges of 2020, the

trade issues due to COVID-19 restrictions in

dedication and passion for our industry by the

China,

COVID-19

TSIC staff and Board certainly shone through. I

restaurant closures and lockdowns within

am so proud that the TSIC staff were there to

Australia and ended with a significant market

provide much needed communication, advice,

access issue with China. And let’s not forget

and support to our members, a large part of it

my comments in the February / March issue of

whilst working from home, and for our CE also

our Seafood Industry News magazine ‘in early

juggling two school age children at home.

January, I watched with growing concern the

TSIC staff were communicating with our

escalation of the bushfires on mainland

members regularly, sometimes every couple of

Australia’. And to top it off, we had some wild

days, through the TSIC Update Newsletters,

and consistent rain and easterly swell events

providing links to more information, grant and

associated with La Nina.

other support processes, they developed draft

shifted

to

largescale

of

the

Tasmanian

seafood

COVID Safe Plans for vessels and on-land
premises and everything else in between.
The government support that was achieved for
the

Tasmanian

seafood

industry

was

unprecedented. $5.5 million in targeted fee
and levy relief for seafood, including the
exceptional decision to reimburse those who
had already paid their levies; a range of
emergency grants for small business, with
seafood businesses included in the eligibility
criteria,
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and

many

seafood

businesses

included in the JobKeeper eligibility criteria.

The list of support from both State and

But then in late 2020 came the news that

Federal Governments goes on.

China had imposed significant restrictions on

TSIC was integral in securing this level of

the importation or Australian rock lobster,

support for Tasmanian seafood.

including

I must thank both our State Minister, Guy

southern rock lobster. The official justification

Barnett and Federal counterpart, Assistant

from China was concerns around cadmium

Minister Duniam for their support through this

levels and hence product safety. Whatever

period.

the cause, there was an overnight end to

our

world’s

best

Tasmanian

Tasmanian rock lobster exports to China and
Through the challenges of 2020, it became

an instant crash in beach price. Things had

apparent that our overarching Act, the Living

gone from bad to catastrophic. At the end of

Marine Resources Management Act (1995)

2020, rock lobster fishers were selling off their

was unacceptably prohibitive. Instead of

vessel, hoping to make ends meet.

accepting this, our TSIC CE lobbied hard into
Government to review the Act and with the

Although COVID-19 saw the cancellation of

tabling of the 2020 State Budget came

our Stay Afloat gala fundraiser, regional TSIC

funding for a review of the Act. It is hoped that

member forum and both the student and

within a couple of years we can achieve a

newly

complete rewrite and produce a more

Working on Water program, TSIC was still

relevant and contemporary framework to

able

better manage our marine resources.

priorities. More detail will be provided in our

Also announced in the 2020 State Budget

Projects Report in this Annual Report.

was funding to explore what is being called

With respect to TSIC finances, the TSIC Board

the Tasmanian Ocean Business Incubator, or

unanimously agreed to waive the TSIC levy

TOBI.

longstanding

for all members for the 2020-21 renewal

concept of a Tasmanian Seafood House, all

period. This would put much needed cash

seafood sectors and broader stakeholders

back into the pockets of those who needed it

under the one roof. This was another TSIC

the most, our members. But this decision

Budget submission to Government.

would also put considerable financial strain

The late State Budget announcement in

on TSIC.

TOBI

includes

our

developed
to

deliver

teachers’
against

version

these

of

strategic

November overlapped a period where COVID
restrictions were being eased, restaurants

2020 also saw a change in the Australian

were

Accounting Standard. This change saw

reopening

seafood

sales

and
both

more

importantly,

domestically

and

project money received as grants needing to

internationally were on the improve. Things

being included as revenue. Given the

were starting to look positive.

magnitude of some grants that TSIC currently
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holds, the application of this Standard has
created a ‘meaningless’ P&L for both 2020
and backdated for 2019, as reported in the
formal Audit Report provided by our Auditor
BDO.

The

TSIC

Management

Financial

Reports, which keep project funds as a
liability rather than revenue, provides a true
indication of the financial status of TSIC.
Despite waving our levy, TSIC reported a
$59,917 surplus. Three income streams
allowed this outcome: 1) carryover of levy
income from 2019 into the 2020 financial
year; the Federal government JobKeeper
support; and Federal Government Cash Boost
tax support.
It must be noted that the 2021 budget
predicts a significant deficit, as there is no
carryover of member levies from 2020 into
2021 and the Federal Government cash
support will cease. This situation is exactly
what cash reserves should be used for.
At the time of writing this article, there was yet
another

‘mini’

COVID-19

outbreak

in

Queensland and NSW. So please everyone,
look after yourselves, your family, your
colleagues and your community. This of
course includes our magnificent seafood
community.

Lindsay Newman
PRESIDENT
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Chief

Executive's

Message

There is no doubt that 2020 was the year of

I must admit that the pressure was immense,

COVID-19. A year where a global pandemic

and that my home schooling was a bit of a

crippled so many industries and businesses

failure. I must commend the TSIC staff, Emma,

throughout Australia. A year where people

Grace and Michelle, for their dedication and

were forced into home isolation and home

commitment

schooling. A year of significant change.

technology we were able to stay connected

TSIC and the Tasmanian seafood industry

(and sane), and more importantly, continue to

were not immune.

deliver outcomes for our members. By late

Prior to March, export and domestic trade had

June we had resumed a level of normality and

gradually

returned to the TSIC office.

improved,

after

the

market

during

this

time.

Through

disruptions in China during late 2019, due to
COVID-19 outbreak there. The TSIC Board

Given the widespread and significant impacts

were surprised at how quickly things had

of COVID-19 on seafood sales and operations,

recovered when the first cases of COVID hit

other

our shores. Restaurants and other food service

backburner. Instead, it was consistent and

outlets quickly closed, and people were

persistent lobbying and advocacy into both

initially encouraged to self-isolate, then told to

state and federal politics. Calls for support and

self-isolate at home.

inclusion of seafood in the multitude of relief

TSIC

priorities

were

put

on

the

being announced. Calls for cash flow support,
The TSIC staff transitioned to working from

grant support amongst more. And keeping our

home on the 18 March, and I made the same

members and sector groups up to date through

transition on the 30 March. This was a trying

regular communiques.

time, trying to manage the overload of video

What did we achieve? Over $5.5 million in

meetings, phone calls and reports that

direct financial support for seafood, including

needed to be written, all within my outside

fee relief and reimbursement of already paid

shed, while also trying to home school two

fees. Many seafood businesses being eligible

children.

and obtaining a number of Small Business
grants and freight assistance out of Hobart to
support the transport of product to domestic
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and international markets amongst much more.

We also provided our members with template

To Bryan Denny, Rodney Herweynen, Tim

COVID Safe Plans for the vessels and

Hess, Chris Parker, Paul Richardson and Rod

businesses and connected vital mental health

Shelly, thank you.

support

And

out

into

regional

communities

of

course,

our

President,

Lindsay

through our Stay Afloat partnership with Rural

Newman. Your commitment to and passion

Alive and Well.

for our Tasmanian seafood industry shone

And TSIC waived its levy for all members.

during such a tough year. Thankyou for your
leadership and support of both me and the

In the background, I continued to tackle
issues

with

AMSA,

safety

management

TSIC staff.

systems and the ongoing interest in seismic

Julian Harrington

activity in the SE. Just as the COVID-19

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

pandemic

issues

COMPANY SECRETARY

mainland

domestic

started

to

demand

relax,
started

and
to

improve, our rock lobster industry was hit with
a significant market disruption into China.
This has ultimately resulted in a far worse
challenge for this sector than COVID-19
created. A challenge that is sure to be
ongoing into 2021.
The success that TSIC achieved throughout a
challenging 2020 was only possible due to
the dedication, hard work and passion of the
TSIC Staff: TSIC Project Manager Emma
Woodcock, Project Officer Grace Isdale and
Finance

and

Administration

Manager

Michelle Sims; along with the comradery and
support of our tenants, John Sansom from the
TRLFA and Sue Grau and David Baulk from
Oysters Tasmania.
On a personal note, I must express my
extreme gratitude for the dedication and
support of the TSIC Board. We were meeting
fortnightly during the COVID crisis, with all
Directors providing significant input and
direction to me and the TSIC staff.
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Financial
Performance
Balance Sheet as at 31 December 2020

2020

2019

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash
Other
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

1,409,086
52,614
1,461,700

1,336,409
13,817
1,350,226

NON CURRENT ASSETS
Property, Plant & Equipment
TOTAL NON CURRENT ASSETS

684,600
684,600

684,994
684,994

TOTAL ASSETS

2,146,300

2,035,220

TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,073,188

1,022,026

NET ASSETS

1,073,111

1,013,194

EQUITY
Retained Earnings

1,013,194

1,031,861

Surplus (Deficit) for the year

59,917

-18,667

BALANCE

1,073,111

1,013,194
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Financial Position
2020 Profit and Loss

2020

2019

218,878
3,972
32,499
5,000
60,288
17,399
171,410
509,446

337,827
9,869
36,882
29,653
124,334
78,167

Employee Benefits
Depreciation & Amortisation
Other expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES

294,572
13,153
141,804

337,429
15,570
243,000

449,529

595,999

NET SURPLUS/DEFICIT

59,917
9,294
66,578

-18,667
8,433

INCOME

Membership Levies
Interest on Investments
TSIN Advertising
Project Sponsorship
Project Management Fee
Other Income
COVID-19 Govt Support
TOTAL INCOME

577,332

EXPENSES

(Budgeted)
(Post-COVID budgeted)
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Application of AASB 1058 to audited financials

For the 2020 TSIC Audit, the TSIC auditor BDO

liability funds as revenue on the Profit and Loss

were required to apply new requirements

Statement, whereas the TSIC management

defined under AASB 1058. This accounting

Financial Reports detailed above keep these

standard simplifies the income recognition

funds as a liability only, not revenue. This has

requirements

created a significant discrepancy between the

that

apply

to

not-for-profit

entities.

audited financial statements and the reality of

In simplistic terms, the application of this new

our management financial statements.

standard would require monies obtained as

It must also be noted that BDO applied the

milestone payments during 2020 and prior as

new AASB 1058 standards backdated to the

part of any project grant deeds to be included

2019 audited finances.

as revenue during the 2020 year. That is unless

A summary of the formal 2020 and 2019

the grant deed or any project plan associated

Audited Financial Statements, which include

with a grant deed clearly identifies that the

project liabilities as income, is provided in the

monies are allocated to spend in any future

table below.

financial year. Subsequently, the 2020 audited
financial reports include project

PROFIT AND LOSS

Revenue
Expenses

2020
1,027,205
702,001

2019
1,144,128
595,819

Net Current Year Surplus

325,204

548,129

BALANCE SHEET

TOTAL ASSETS

2020
2,146,300

2019
2,035,220

TOTAL LIABILITIES

241,106

455,230

NET ASSETS

1,905,194

1,579,990

EQUITY

1,579,990

1,031,861

Surplus/Deficit for the year

325,204

548,129

TOTAL EQUITY

1,905,194

1,579,990
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Projects
Report
The influence of COVID-19 on project work
was significant and forced the team to move
several projects to online, and postpone TSIC
in-person events. The team continued its
strong working capacity with Project Manager
and Project Officer working side by side to
deliver engaging and innovative project
outcomes whilst working from home for a
large portion of 2020.
2020 and COVID provided an opportunity for
the project team to plan, promote, and deliver
on core strategic priorities for TSIC, to deliver
vital and timely communications to members
and continue to seek external grant funds
where possible.
We are particularly proud to have launched
the online Tasmanian Seafood Trail project in
2020.
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Seafood
Industry
Workforce
Development
2020 saw the delivery of outputs from the
Tasmanian

Seafood

Industry

Workforce

Development Plan thanks to grant funding
from Skills Tasmania. Work is well underway
on meaningful workforce profile models and
research into skills and training needs of the
sector.
Planning for SITCap

The first ever Seafood Industry Teacher
Capacity Building Program (SITCap) was
scheduled

for

2020.

The

event

was

postponed to 2021, noting that the full
organisation and coordination of the program
occurred in 2020.

Next Generation
Report
TSIC engaged workforce demographer, Dr.

There is a large misalignment with the next

Lisa Denny, to investigate the next generation

generation’s aspirations and workforce needs

of workers. Dr. Denny found the following

and expectations; and clear opportunities for

key insights:

seafood to manage this ‘gap’.
Labour market signals are failing to reach young
people during the years of making education
choices. Choices are instead informed by
occupational aspirations, from an age as young
as primary school. This is in part due to pressure
to conform from parents and teachers,
particularly in relation to ‘known’ career paths
that are familiar to previous generations.
Young Tasmanians are unclear about TAFE and
VET related pathways due to parental and
education provider misinformation/stigma and
out-of-date information. Only 11.7% of young
Tasmanians planned to go to TAFE and 11.3%
planned to get an apprenticeship. These
numbers are alarmingly low considering the
needs for seafood workers with these skills.
Misalignment between educational and
occupational aspiration exists. This fuels an
unrealistic expectation of young people,
creating a skewed attitude to work. This is often
exacerbated when academic ability does not
align with career aspiration.
Employers are unrealistically expecting a lot
from our next generation, notably that they are
‘work ready’, productive, skilled, confident, and
able to work autonomously from day one.
Employers need to offer young workers a
balance between flexibility, fairness, and
remuneration.
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#EatMoreSeafood
Campaign
Throughout 2020 TSIC sought to increase
awareness and promotion of local seafood to
support seafood consumption. This strategy was
driven through the Eat More Seafood campaign
and

included

promotional

social
cooler

media
bags,

advertising,
competitions,

giveaways and back of bus advertising. TSIC
members signed up to the campaign to take
advantage of the free advertising and promotion
activities.

Foundation for
Rural & Regional
Renewal (FRRR)
Thanks to a small grant from FRRR, TSIC was
able to print and distribute Stay Afloat stubbie
holders, tea-room posters, keyrings and stickers
to members and their communities.

Stay Afloat
Seafood Auction
An integral part of the annual Stay Afloat gala
was fundraising to raise awareness and funds to
support the Stay Afloat partnership with Rural
Alive and Well. In the absence of a gala event,
TSIC hosted a successful online auction in 2020
to maintain awareness of the cause. TSIC thanks
those who donated and bid on auction items.
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In September TSIC launched the online

Working on
Water Online

platform Seafood Trails at

Working on Water is a foundational TSIC

www.seafoodtrails.com.au.

school engagement program. For the 12th

Seafood Trails

year running, WoW was on again - in a slightly
Seafood Trails is an interactive application that

different capacity. WoW was delivered online

includes a customisable map of Tasmania and

in October and was well received by 24

informational

students from around the state. Students

listings

about

businesses,

sectors, history, and events. Seafood retailers

participated

and businesses previously listed on the Eat

followed by a live webinar and tour with

More Seafood campaign were transferred over

industry representatives of their respective

to the new platform. The progressive web ap

workplaces. The online course developed by

was developed by the TSIC project team. The

the TSIC team will be used for future WoW

site focuses on seafood tourism opportunities,

events as a supplement to the in-person

experiences and eateries in Tasmania and

activities.

provides a one stop shop for relevant industry
information.
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in

online

learning

activities

Board Members

Lindsay Newman
(President)

Bryan Denny
(Vice President)

Lindsay has over 25 years’

Bryan is a Director and owner of

experience in seafood industry

Ocean Blue Diving, which is

representation, including the last

renowned for catching premium

15 years as a TSIC Director, ten of

quality abalone, periwinkles and

which have been served as TSIC

sea urchins; and in more recent

President. Further experience has

months Commonwealth shark. He

been gained as President of the

has over 30 years’ experience in

Zeehan Football Club and as a

both wild catch and aquaculture

Councilor on the West Coast

industries. Bryan has represented

Council since 2014. Combined

industry as President of the

with over 30 years of practical

Tasmanian Commercial Divers

experience in the Tasmanian rock

Association from 2008 to 2015; as

lobster fishery, Lindsay brings a

a member of the National

wealth of knowledge and

Indigenous Reference Group

leadership to the TSIC Board.

since 2012; and as a Director of
TSIC since April 2011.

Rod Shelley (Treasurer
from September 2019present)
Rod has over 20 years’ experience
in the seafood industry, across
wild fishery, aquaculture,
processing, value adding, retail,
hospitality, marketing and
management. He is currently
Business Development Manager –
Export at Huon Aquaculture. Rod
is a Graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors
and has a commitment to
excellence in corporate
governance. Rod is a past member
of the Tasmanian Scallop Fishery
Advisory Committee. Rod brings a
balanced view across all sectors of
the seafood industry.
He was elected to the TSIC Board
in 2019 and is a member of the
Human Resources and Strategy
Sub-committee.
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Christopher Parker
(Director)

Paul Richardson
(Director)

Chris spent a number of years as a

Paul has been involved in the

Rodney
Herweynen
(Director)

police officer, served in the RAAF

Tasmanian seafood industry since

A carpenter by trade, Rodney

and changed career directions into

1983, firstly deckhanding in the

entered the seafood industry 35

the mining industry. However, as a

cray and scallop industries then

years ago as an abalone diver. He

fourth generation fisher, he returned

from 1985 abalone deckhanding

also has experience in the rock

to fishing in 1989. Chris has over 25

before starting diving in 1995.

lobster and scallop fisheries.

years of experience in wild catch

Paul became involved in the

Rodney previously represented

fisheries (rock lobster and scalefish).

management side of the abalone

industry on the Abalone Fishery

He has been an active participant in

industry when he was appointed

Advisory Committee (AbFAC) and

the Tasmanian Rock Lobster

to the Board of the Tasmanian

as a Director of the Tasmanian

Fishermen’s Association, serving on

Abalone Council (TAC). He has

Abalone Coucnil from 1996-2010.

both the Board, the SPOC

also been on the executive of the

Rodney also has a Diploma of

Committee and CFAC.

Break O’Day Tourism Council and

Finance and Mortgage

Chris played a significant role in the

President of Surfing Tasmania.

Management.

development of the Fishermen’s

Paul was elected to the Board of

He was elected to the Board of

Memorial at Victoria Dock (2012 and

TSIC in 2013.

TSIC in 2003.

2018 redevelopment), which earnt
him the 2013 Seafood Promotions
Award. He has always had a passion
for the seafood industry and is
always eager to extend this passion
through educational and career
pathways.
Chris was appointed to the TSIC
Board in 2015.
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Our Team
Julian Harrington - Chief Executive
Julian joined TSIC in April 2011 as the TSIC
Project Officer, progressing to Project Manager,

Timothy Hess
(Director)
Tim has worked in a range of roles
including as Director on the Board

then Chief Executive in September 2015.
Julian has a Bachelor of Science (Hons) from the
University of Tasmania. He enjoys fishing, diving
and boating with his family and friends.

of Petuna Group. Tim is currently
employed as the Community
Relations Advisor of Petuna Group.
Tim’s background in aquaculture
and wild catch production at
Petuna has seen him undertake
roles on industry-related groups.
These have included being the
inaugural Chairman of the South

Emma Woodcock - Project Manager
Emma joined the TSIC team as Project Officer in
July 2016, progressing to the title of Project
Manager in 2018. Emma completed a Bachelor in
Marine Science (Hons) at James Cook University
and a Master in Business Administration from the
University of Tasmania. Emma enjoys eating
seafood and drinking coffee.

East Trawl Fishing Industry
Association and the Tasmanian
representative on the South East

Grace Isdale - Project Officer

Trawl Management Council. He

Grace joined the TSIC team as Project Officer in

was also on the Board of Seafood

May 2019. Grace completed dual Bachelors of

Australia Marketing. Tim has also

Science (Zoology) and Bachelors of Arts

been a committee member of the

(Geography, Writing) degrees at the University of

Tasmanian Committee for

Queensland (UQ). Following this, she undertook

Regional Development Australia,

an Honours degree in Marine Biology at UQ.

Chairman of the Tasmanian

Grace likes rock climbing and plants.

Freight Logistics Council and a
member of the Tasmanian
Governments Freight Logistics
Coordination Team.

Michelle Sims - Finance
and Administration Manager

Tim was appointed to the TSIC

Michelle joined the TSIC team in July 2017.

Board in July 2015.

Michelle has a Diploma in Business Management
(Travel and Tourism) and a Certificate IV in
Accounting and Bookkeeping. Michelle enjoys
walking her dog Ollie.
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